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Having provided power for over one hundred
years, EnBW was one of the largest energy
suppliers in Europe.
But the emergence of new, nimble competition and an explosion
of channels and tech meant that the energy market was evolving
faster than ever. With an organizational focus on ‘Customer
Proximity’ in a digital age, the business needed to swiftly adapt.
Transformation was needed to satisfy its many customers and
minimize the risk of attrition.

A BIG CHALLENGE AHEAD
As a service-led brand, EnBW sought to build more
positive and engaged relationships with its customers.
Yet, it suffered from common impediments of
large organizations. EnBW’s sheer size created
departmental silos, across which information
wasn’t being shared. This then led to operational
inefficiencies, meaning customers would receive
irrelevant messages, while valuable upsell
opportunities were being missed when the time
was right. Meanwhile, external pressures conspired to
create a spiraling cost-to-serve, so providing live
agents to address the bulk of customer questions was
untenable. Finally, customers’ experiences weren’t
consistent – even EnBW’s most loyal customer were
feeling misunderstood.

The brand had various KPIs in its sights, but the
ultimate goal was a significant boost to customer
engagement - across all of its three major brands.
To offer outstanding service, EnBW wanted to be
more flexible, more responsive and much more
empathetic to customers’ individual needs.
But with over 5.5 million customers and 20 thousand
employees, being ‘more human’ was no easy task.
The solution lay in the customer journey-first
approach of Journey Orchestration
and Journey Analytics.

POWERING A
CUSTOMER-LED SOLUTION
Supporting (and prioritizing) KPIs, Thunderhead’s ONE Engagement Hub
was mobilized within weeks to connect, understand and communicate
with millions of customers - across EnBW’s various brands and
departmental divisions. ONE connected every single touchpoint – on and
offline – and for the very first time, its Journey Analytics revealed a real-time,
evolving view of each and every individual customer journey. Layering across
and enriching existing EnBW tech, this ‘journey-first’ approach would power
a wide array of business capabilities, well beyond marketing.

Harnessing ONE’s ability to orchestrate relevant,
individualized customer journeys in the moment, EnBW could
manage end-to-end customer experiences at great scale – and
crucially, take the right action when it mattered most:
Being customer- (rather than channel or
silo) driven, the ONE Engagement Hub
gathered all available context for each
individual customer. This allowed EnBW
to understand customer intent:
across every touchpoint, and at any
given moment.

Omnichannel, ‘next best conversations’
allowed the website to serve highly relevant
content, for example promoting digital
service solutions to help paper-based
customers (also driving down cost-to-serve).

The business also delivered cross-sell
messages at the most opportune
time (with customers’ interests in mind),
eradicating ‘over-communication’ and
improving effectiveness.

Thunderhead’s journey-first
approach allowed EnBW
to deliver true customercentricity, directly
supporting wide-reaching
business growth.

ONE could then identify a significant
number of ‘bad journeys’, where
customers were failing to arrive at their
desired destinations. Equally, the system
highlighted opportunities in real-time for
the business to step in and provide assistance.

ENBW was able to evolve service
personnel into sales agents by
providing the most relevant,
‘next best offers’ to the customer.

Using ONE, ENBW was able to manage
churn detection and deflection
by identifying customers viewing
information on cancellation, and
targeting them with early retention
messages in digital and assisted channels.

DEEP IMPACT
In less than six months, EnBW was able to shift from its ‘one message to all’ comms
approach to individualized, next best conversations - resulting in an incredible 60%
uplift in customer engagement.
The program also exceeded targets in other areas of the business, delivering
a breadth of value across its three brands:

In-the-moment, next best conversations were more helpful, whether driven by
kWh

agent, website or comms: customer churn reduced by

20%

Deeper engagement contributed to business fortunes. For example,
kWh

cross-sell success improved by over 300%

Increased relevance also drove success for additional upsell,
kWh

kWh

kWh

$2 million

with
incremental revenue generated in the test
within its first twelve months. (A further 66% is projected for the following year)

Appropriately timed self-servicing assistance significantly reduced
pressures on the call center and cost-to-serve

By capturing and harnessing new and evolving
customer intent, EnBW enriched the data in
their customer profiles. This information was
priceless, allowing the business to better-understand,
focus on – and orchestrate for – customer needs.

The ONE program has made EnBW transform into a
truly customer-led enterprise. Using a journey-led
approach, they have dramatically increased
engagement, building long-term trust.
And with a central ‘brain’ to understand
and converse with its customers, the
organization is no longer siloed by
departmental goals, able to make its
‘Customer Proximity’ philosophy
a meaningful reality.

We’d love to tell you more about how ONE is helping our
energy clients, so do get in touch: conversations@thunderhead.com
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